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Abstract: In this paper we propose a parallel implementation of one-step methods with stepsize control for the 
numerical solution of IVPs for ODEs of the form y'(t)= f(t, y(t)), y(to)= Yo. The proposed implementation is 
based on the fact that any one-step ODE-method on a mesh (t o < t I < . ' -  < tu } can be viewed as a first-order 
difference quation of the form y,+l= F,+a(y,), Yo known. In a previous paper (1989) we introduced a parallel 
iterative algorithm for the approximation of the trajectory (Yo, Yl ..... Yu), in which a block of guessed values 
(u0 ° := Y0, u° ..... u °)  is iterated, concurrently with respect to the index n, until an error proportional to a given 
iteration tolerance TOLit is reached. Here that parallel algorithm is developed further in order to perform the stepsize 
control strategy, according to a given step tolerance TOLst. Moreover, an analysis of the optimal ratio between TOL~t 
and TOLst is given. The paper ends with numerical examples and estimations of the attainable speedup. 
Keywords: Parallel computing, differential equations, IVPs. 
1.  In t roduct ion  
Any one-step method  for the init ia l -value prob lem 
y ' ( t )=f ( t ,  y ( t ) ) ,  y ( to )=Yo,  (1.1) 
t o ~< t ~< tf, f :  [10, lf] x R m ~ R m smooth  enough,  y,  Y0 ~ R" ,  across a mesh  M- '=  { t o < t] < 
• • • < t N := t r } (in wh ich  the steplength h. "= t. - t._~ is not  necessar i ly  constant) ,  can be 
v iewed as a f i rst -order d i f ference equat ion  
y ,+ l=F,+ l (y , ) ,  n=0,1  . . . . .  N - l ,  (1.2) 
where F ,+ I(Y,)  is the numer ica l  approx imat ion  of  z( t, + a, t,, y,), the so lut ion of  the init ia l -value 
prob lem 
z ' ( t )=f ( t ,  z ( t ) ) ,  z ( t , )=y , ,  
at the po in t  t, + ~. 
Recent ly ,  Bel len and  Zennaro  [2] and  Bellen [1] have in t roduced  a class o f  a lgor i thms for  the 
paral le l  imp lementat ion  of  (1.2), where the (N  + 1)-tuple y = (Y0, - - - ,  YN) is v iewed as the f ixed 
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point of the transformation 
t~(u)  = (u0 ,  F l (U0)  , F2(U l ) , . . .  , FN(UN_~) 
acting on the set S of (N  + 1)-tuples 
u--(u0, uN) 
with first component uo = Y0- 
The fixed point y can be obtained as limit point of the simple iteration 
u~+l=Cb(uk), u°~S,  (1.3) 
as well as of some higher-order locally convergent i eration 
uk+l -- A (uk) l l k+ l  = fI)(i lk) -- A (uk)u  k , u° E S ,  (1 .4)  
where A(u k) is a subdiagonal m x m-block matrix subdiag(Aa(u k). . . . .  AN(Uk)). All the elements 
of A(u k) and ~(u  k) can be computed concurrently each iteration, provided we have a 
sufficiently large number of processors available. 
By using (1.4), the nonlinear recurrence relation (1.2) reduces to iterations of the linear 
recurrence relation 
k+l  k k+l  (1.5) Un+a=Fn+l(Ukn)+An+l(u )(u n --Ukn), n=0,  l , . . . ,N - -1 .  
As it is observed in [2], this linear recurrence relation can be parallelized in a standard way in 
order to reduce its (parallel) computational complexity to log z(N) (see, for example, [7]). 
Of course, both (1.3) and (1.4) provide the true solution y after N iterations for any u °. 
However, in order to achieve any reasonable speedup, it is crucial to get the wanted accuracy 
after a number of iterations ignificantly less than N. Therefore we shall consider iterations (1.4) 
fulfilling the following locally quadratic onvergence property. 
Assumption 1.1. For the maximum iteration error 
k gf f :=max ly~-u~l ,  n =0,  1 , . . . ,  N, 
where I" I stands for any norm in R m, there exist positive constants C n + 1 such that 
Ek+l  k 2 n +1 ~-< Cn +1 ( E;  ) for every k >1 O, 
for any initial ( N + 1)-tuple u ° in a suitable neighbourhood of the solution y. 
(1.6) 
The constants Cn+ 1 depend on the first and second derivatives of Fn+ a and, in particular, for 
linear equations (1.2) it is C n = 0 for every n, that is, the solution y is achieved after one 
iteration. 
For an effective implementation, a stopping criterion is necessary to complete the algorithm, 
which is suggested by the following result. 
Theorem 1.2. k Assume that u belongs to a suitable neighbourhood Uy_ of y and that h, ~< h o, h0 > 0, 
k k k for all n >1 1. Then, in relation to the local iteration error • -'= ~( u ) - u , that is 
k "rk:=F,(uk_, ) - -U, ,  n=I , . . . ,N ,  
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there exists a constant K > 0, depending on Ur, h0, the right-hand side of (1.1), the numerical 
ODE-method and the point tf, but not on the chosen mesh M, such that 
Eg <~ K maXn<s h~ " 
Proof. The proof is a slight modification of a standard one about the global error of one-step 
ODE-methods when there is an error per unit step control. Therefore it is omitted; anyway, it 
can be found in [3]. [] 
This result allows us to perform a strategy by which a block of p + 1 values, p depending on 
the number of processors available, is handled concurrently each iteration. This block, initialized 
as (u ° := Y0,---, u°), shifts forward at least one index each iteration so that elements, whose index 
k. they is n > p, start to be processed after a certain number of iterations k, with initial guesses u,,
are iterated as many times, say r, as necessary to get a local iteration error ~.f+r bounded by a 
given iteration tolerance per unit step TOLit times the steplength , .  
After a certain number k* of iterations all the indices have been scanned and, by Theorem 
1.2, we get a maximum iteration error 
E k* ~< K TOLit. 
The implementation f the algorithm with various test equations revealed a good proportional- 
ity between the maximum error and the given tolerance, which makes the algorithm a good one 
for the approximation of (1.2). On the other hand, (1.2) is a numerical approximation of (1.1) 
and therefore the parallel algorithm described above is, for a given tolerance TOLit, a numerical 
method for (1.1) too. However, as a method for (1.1), it is no longer a good one. The reason is 
that it works with a prefixed mesh and therefore we have no information about the errors 
I Y(t~) -Yn 1- Hence the given iteration tolerance TOLit could cause a redundancy of iterations 
k* leading to values u, uselessly close to y,, whereas y, is a rough approximation to y(t,) .  
The purpose of this paper is to overcome this inconvenience and to perform an algorithm 
exploiting the parallelism across the steps based on varying stepsize methods and leading to a 
maximum total error 
m<a~u [ y (t . )  - u~*[ (1.7) 
proportional to a given tolerance. In order to do that, we propose a moving mesh method based 
on some mechanism of self-adapting stepsize. In principle, it can be implemented on an SIMD 
machine, provided that formula (1.5) is parallelized appropriately. 
In Section 2 we choose a strategy to control the stepsize by means of another tolerance and 
investigate the relationships between this new tolerance and TOLit. In Section 3 we give the 
details about the practical implementation of the resulting method. Finally, in Section 4 we 
present some numerical results of its simulation (on a scalar machine) for stiff and nonstiff 
equations with appropriate one-step ODE-methods. 
2. The moving mesh method 
Our strategy, based on the parallel algorithm discussed in Section 1, consists in performing the 
stepsize control by changing the mesh after each iteration. Theorem 1.2 naturally suggests to 
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control the stepsize by means of a tolerance per unit step TOLst, that we shall simply call step 
tolerance. 
More precisely, we start the procedure with an initial mesh M 0 := (t  ° := to, . . . ,  t ° ) corre- 
sponding to an initial block of guessed values (u ° -'= Y0,---, u°) and assume that, when the kth 
U k k iteration has been performed, we have a block of approximate values ( s , . . . ,  Us+p), s depending 
on k, which corresponds to a mesh M k_  1 { t k -  1 k-1 := , . . . .  ts+ p }. Then, for n = s + 1, . . . ,  s +p,  we 
compute concurrently the local iteration error %k= Fn(u~_ l ) _  u k and an estimation o, k of the 
k k k local truncation error z(t~, tn-a, u , -a ) -  Fn(un_a) of the ODE-method• We shall accept as 
accurate approximations of the solution y( t )  of (1.1) only the block of values k k • Us+r) for Us+ D • . ,  
which both the error tests 
max ,-;-2-:7- a TOLit, (2.1) 
s+l<.Nn~s+r I h n-  <~ 
k-a where h k-a .'= t~ -a - tn_a, and 
Io :  
max ,_-;-:Y- a TOLst (2.2) 
s+l<n<~s+r Ih n-  
are satisfied. 
k's with n > s + r, which are to be reiterated, we define a new mesh M,  changing As for the u n 
the stepsizes h~ -a, by using the available estimations o2 of the local truncation errors, in the 
following way. For each n, the quantity o 2 suggests a new steplength n* to be employed at the 
mesh point t k-a in order to satisfy the local error test for the ODE-method: n- -a  
h* := Rh~ -a, (2.3a) 
where, if q is the order of the ODE-method, 
(ZOLsthkn-a)  a/q 
R 21o: I (2.3b) 
In this way a steplength function h*( t )  is defined at the points t 1'-1 n-a, n=s+ r+ l , . . . , s+p,  
with values h*. 
In order to construct he new mesh Mk, we define the function h*( t )  in the whole interval 
tk -a  k-a • +r, ts+p ] by piecewise constant interpolation. More precisely, we set 
It k-1 tk-a) h* ( t ) :=h*  i f t~t  n_ a, . 
Alternatively, in order to get a more accurate estimation of the steplength, one could use 
piecewise linear interpolation (see [1]). However, since in general the first choice is not 
significantly worse than the other, we adopt it because it is simpler and less expensive. Then we 
define recursively 
k .__ k -1  k :=-- t k-a (2.4a) hs+ r . -  hs+ r and ts+ r s+r ' 
k k--a and for i >/1, until either i >p  or G+r+i > L+p, 
Lk+r+i ~ h k (2.4b) :'= ts+r+i-a "1- s+r+i~ 
where 
k .__ a k hs +r+ i ._ max ( ( Rmin ) hs+r+ i_ l ; m in  ( R k " h*  t k maxhs+r+i-a, ( s+r+i-1) } },  (2 .4C)  
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for a certain positive integer a. The new steplength k s+r+ i is not taken directly as h*(t~+r+i_l), 
but it is computed instead by means of (2.4c) in order to get a mesh which smoothly varies like in 
the sequential implementation f the stepsize control strategy. In fact, either to repeat a rejected 
computation or to proceed with a new step, one usually employs the formula 
hnew := hold max{ Rmin; min{ Rmax; R } }, (2.5) 
where R is given by (2.3b) with hol d in place of ~-1 h, . The ath power of Rmi, in (2.4c) aims at 
simulating a sequential implementation i  which the same computation cannot be rejected more 
than a - 1 times. 
k k-1 If the process (2.4) stops because L+r+~ > L+p, the new mesh points can be fewer than p and 
hence, in this case, we complete the mesh M k by adding as many points as necessary. The way to 
add these new points, as well as to define the initial mesh M 0, will be accurately explained in the 
next section. 
Once we have the new mesh Mk, the corresponding values to reiterate, call them ^ 1, Un, n~s+ 
^k k r . . . . .  s + r +p (of course, us+ r := Us÷r) , are obtained by interpolation of adjacent values of u k 
and of new guesses, if necessary. The number of values of u k involved by the interpolation must 
guarantee an accuracy of the same order q of the ODE-method. 
Now we are in a position to perform the next iteration. 
When the computations have been carried out throughout he interval [to, te] , a certain 
number k* of iterations have been performed. All the mesh points accepted each iteration give 
rise to a mesh M:={to<t l< . . .  <tN=t f}  , h, := t, - t ,_ l ,  on which we have the final 
approximations u k*. 
According to the error tests (2.1) and (2.2), u k• satisfies 
k* 
]fn(ukn*--1) - -  U n I~< TOt i thn ,  n ~< N, (2.6) 
and, within the accuracy of the local truncation error estimations o f*, 
k* F.u. 'l [z( t , ,  t , _ l ,  u,_x ) -  ( _ ) l~<TOLsth, n<~N. (2.7) 
As it was pointed out in Section 1, now the problem is to match the two tolerances TOLit and 
TOLst so as to avoid waste of computation. To accomplish this task, we observe that the 
triangular inequality, applied to (2.6) and (2.7), yields directly 
k* k* ] z ( t , , t , -a ,u , _ l ) -u ,  ]~<(TOLit+TOLst)h . ,  n<~N. 
Thus, by standard arguments, we get 
k* maxly(t , , )  - u. K*(TOLit  + TOLst), 
n<~N 
where K * is a positive constant. 
This error bound suggests that TOLit = TOLst is the only reasonable choice which can be 
done in general in order to optimize the algorithm. 
Remark 2.1. In the present strategy, the computation of each function F, always involves the 
same sequence of instructions. Therefore, an SIMD machine is sufficient to handle them 
concurrently. 
Remark 2.2. The functions F n are as smooth as f in (1.1) and preserve its possible linearity, if the 
used ODE-method oes so. Therefore, if the problem is linear, the error test (2.1) relevant o the 
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iteration can be omitted and only the local truncation error test (2.2) can cause the repetition of 
some computations. 
3. Practical implementation 
For an effective implementation of the moving mesh method introduced in the previous 
section, we must face some particular problems we have not yet mentioned. Some of them are 
relevant o the iterative nature of the method and others are relevant o the selection of the 
stepsize. Whereas the latter are typical of the moving mesh method and thus are completely 
treated here, the former have already been considered in [2], where the iterative method (1.4) was 
the Steffensen one. Here we intend to cover a more general class of methods satisfying 
Assumption 1.1 and thus we think it better to explain again how to solve all the implementation 
problems which are common to this more general class. 
In conclusion: 
(i) We need an initial mesh M 0 -'= { to := to . . . . .  t ° ) which fits the given step tolerance TOLst 
and a set of corresponding initial guesses (u°- '=y0,. . . ,  u°). The same problem arises each 
iteration when we must add new points to complete the mesh M k. 
(ii) We need a criterion to decide, each iteration, which of the unaccepted values 
U k k ( s+r+l ,  " ' "  , Us+e) are suitable to be interpolated and reiterated or, on the contrary, are outside 
the neighbourhood of convergence of the iterative method (1.4) and, consequently, must be 
replaced by new guesses. 
We propose the following solutions to these problems. 
(i) Either to construct he initial mesh M 0 or, each iteration, to complete the mesh M k (if 
necessary), we start from a mesh of p + 1 equidistant points. To complete Mk, the chosen 
steplength is the last one available, whereas, to construct M0, the steplength is found as follows: 
we consider the initial point t o and, starting from the guess h = 2(TOLst )  1/q (as  it is done in the 
well-known code DVERK [4]), we repeat the computation of Fl(Y0), of o 1 and of the new 
steplength by (2.5) where Rmin = 0.2 and Rma x = 5, until 
0.25 WOtsth ~< 141  TOtsth" (3.1) 
Should in some unpleasant situation formula (3.1) not be satisfied after a certain number of 
iterations, then we stop as soon as only the upper bound is satisfied. The detailed procedure is 
given by the subroutine STEPSIZE. After running this subroutine, we have the first step h 1 
satisfying the local truncation error test (2.2) and we know also Yl = FI(yo)" Therefore it is 
natural to accept his value. 
On this mesh of p + 1 equidistant points we assign, in the general case, constant guessed 
values equal to the last known value. Then we compute the estimations of the local truncation 
errors and redefine the mesh following the line explained in Section 3, by choosing Rmin = 
0.5,  Rma x = 2 and a = 3 in (2.4c). 
Now it may happen that, if we are proceeding in a region where the stepsize is growing, the 
new mesh has, once again, an inadequate number of points. In this case we repeat he procedure. 
On the other hand, each repetition requires a certain amount of computation. Therefore, as in 
[2], in order to balance the expense of computing time and the exploitation of computer 
resources, we are satisfied with repeating the procedure until the number of points of the new 
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mesh is greater than ½P, where P is the greatest number of steps that could be handled in 
parallel by the target machine (degree of parallelism). Thus the length p of the blocks of values 
processed each iteration is not constant, but it varies between ½P and P. The selection of the 
mesh is completely detailed in the subroutine NEWMESH. 
In order to simulate a sequential implementation i  which the predicted steplength cannot be 
rejected more than 2 = a - 1 times each step, we always force the acceptance of those computa- 
tions which are relevant o a steplength equal to 0.125 = (Rm~n) ~ times the previous one, if the 
previously computed value has been accepted. To this aim, in the subroutine NEWMESH we 
associate the binary-valued quantity flag n to each predicted steplength ~. 
(ii) As for the unaccepted values k k (Us+r+ 1, ... , Us+p), before changing the mesh, we decide to 
k's which satisfy the contractivity property keep for interpolating and reiterating only those u~ 
(3.2) max --c-- ~< Zn, 
s+r+l<~v<~n tLv 
where 
max 
s+ l <<.v<~n 
Et f ik - l~ ^k-1 v~, v - l ]  -- Up 
h~ 
On the basis of Theorem 1.2, heuristic considerations make us believe that the k, U n S satisfying 
(3.2) are at least not worse than the ~k-1 'S which we have reiterated and, therefore, that they are U n 
inside the neighbourhood of convergence of the iterative method. 
k . If (3.2) fails for some n*, then we reset un, n ~< n ~< s + p, to new initial guesses, in general 
k all equal to un._l. 
In order to write a practicable parallel algorithm, we must choose the iterative method (1.4). 
Since the Steffensen method considered in [2] gave good results for the general problem (1.2), we 
adopt it again here. For the formulae which define this method, as well as for a discussion of the 
implementation problems which are specific of it (e.g., the use of the minimal precision eps in 
Algorithm 3.1), the reader is referred to [2]. However, in view of the forthcoming estimation of 
the speedup, it is worth recalling that the computation of the matrices A n requires two successive 
parallel evaluations of the functions Fn, independently of the dimension m of the system of 
ODEs (1.1). On the contrary, the dimension m affects the degree of parallelism P. 
Of course, other necessary choices are the ODE-method and the estimation of its local 
truncation error. Nevertheless, for the sake of generality, we sketch our algorithm leaving them 
undefined. A consequence of this is that also the interpolation procedure to get the ^ k, U n S remain 
undefined and, therefore, we recall a fictitious subroutine INTERPOLATION.  Our choice will 
be specified in the next section, when we present he numerical results. 
k*  Now we are in a position to propose a detailed algorithm. The final approximations u n of 
y(tn) are called z~. Moreover, we give some comments which are labelled by C. 
Algorithm 3.1. 
Assign TOLit , TOLst and the minimal precision eps 
C selecting the first step h 1. 
call STEPSIZE(input = TOLst; output = ha, 01) 
let/~:= v* "-= 1, k := l ,  l :=0,  t l :=to+hl ,  z0:=y 0 and zl".=ul:=vl 
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C constructing the mesh Mk_ 1 and computing the , ,k- l ,  U,, S to iterate. 
1 let p-'= [(tf -- t , ) /h~]  + 1 
if p ~< P then 
let ~* := # +p and h :=  ( t f  - t~) /p  
else 
let #* -'=/~ + P and h := h~ 
endif 
for parallel n "= # + 1 to / t*  
let t n .'= t~ + (n - /~)h  and h n "= h 
endfor 
for parallel n "=/~ + 1 to #* 
assign the initial guess u n 
endfor 
C the integer l counts the parallel evaluations of F n and o n necessary to construct he mesh. 
let l-'= l+  1 
for parallel n :=/~ + 1 to ~* 
compute Fn(U._l) and o. 
endfor 
2 call NEWMESH( input  = TOLst , g*, #, /~*, t~, h~, u~, (tn, h . ,  on, un)n=~+x,v. ; 
output =/~', (~'., h . ,  i . ,  f lag. ) .=~+l ,¢)  
call INTERPOLAT ION( input  =/~, #*, /~', (ti, hi, ui)i=~,v. , (~n, i .) .=~+1,¢; 
output = (un).=~,+l,~') 
for parallel n :=/ ,  + 1 to / , '  
let tn := ~n, hn := f % and  un := ~ n 
endfor 
let kt := #' 
i f / ,  - v* ~ 1p  and t~, < tf then 
go to 1 
endif 
let v := v* 
C performing the k th  iteration. 
for parallel n := v + 1 to 
let o n := Fn(un_a)  
let % := v n - u n 
endfor 
C in what follows ej denotes the j th  element of the canonical basis of R m, (x ) j  stands for the 
j th  component of the m-vector x and (A ) i  j stands for the dement  of the m × m-matrix A 
in the i th row and j th column. 
for parallel n := v + 1 to # - 1 and j := 1 to m 
let p j , . :=epsmax(1 ;  I(un)jI; I(vn)jl} 
if I (c . ) j l  < pj,. then 
vj,. :-- u n + Pj, n s ign((  %) j )e j  
else 
vj, n := u.  + (%) je j  
endif 
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endfor  
for parallel n := r + 1 to g - 1 and j := 1 to m 
let wj..+l := F.+I(Oj , . )  
endfor  
for parallel n := r + 1 to ~ - 1 and i, j := 1 to m 
(An+l ) i j  := 
(Wj ,n+l - -On+l)  i 
(%-u.)j 
endfor  
C implementing the l inear recurrence relation (1.5). A l though it is presented in a sequential 
fashion, it can be parallel ized as it is ment ioned in Section 1. 
let ~l,+l := Er+l 
fo rn :=r+l to#- I  
let 8.+l := A.+I$.  + %+1 
endfor  
for parallel n := r + 1 to 
let u . :=  u. + ~. 
endfor  
C comput ing the local errors .rf and of.  
for parallel n := r + 1 to g 
let o~ := F, , (u, ,_ l )  
let ~-. := o .  - u .  
compute  o n 
end for 
C verifying the error tests (2.1) and (2.2). Also these operat ions can be parallel ized as (1.5). 
compute r*  := rain{g; n ~ [r + 1, #]1 I ¢. > TOL i th .  or Ion If lag. > TOLsth .}  
if I o~. Iflag~. > TOLsth~. then 
let r*  := r*  - 1 
endif 
k C accepting the right values u,.  
for parallel n := r + 1 to v* - 1 
let z n := u n 
endfor  
let z , .  := u , .  := o~. 
C end of the execution, if the final point  t f  lS reached. 
if G* = t f  then 
let k* :=k  and l * := l  
stop 
endif  
let k-'= k + 1 
if I,* =g then 
go to 1 
endif  
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C verifying the contractivity property (3.2) for the unaccepted k, u. s, if any. Also these 
operations can be parallelized as (1.5). 
let X~+ 1:= ]C~+l/h~+ , I 
for n := p + 2 to # 
let E .  := max( 2 . _  1; [ (,,/h,, [ } 
endfor 
compute #* := min{# + 1; n ~ [p* + 1, /~]] I~',,/h,, [ > X,,} - 1 
if/~* < # then 
for parallel n "= g* + 1 to/~ 
assign the initial guess u. 
endfor 
let #* := # 
endif 
let/~ := 1,* 
go to 2 
subroutine STEPSIZE(input = TOLst; output = h 1, vl) 
let h "= 2(TOLst) l/q, i := 0 and R := 1 
C searching for a steplength satisfying (3.1). 
until 0.25 TOLsth ~< IOl [ ~< TOLsth or i > 3 do 
let h := Rh and i -'= i + 1 
compute v 1 -'= Fl(Y0) and Ol 
let R := (TOL~th/ (2[o  1[))l/q 
let R :---max(0.2; min(5; R)} 
enddo 
C to be used just in case of failure of (3.1). 
while [O 1 ] > TOL~th do 
let h := Rh 
compute v 1 := Fl(yo) and Ol 
let R : -  (TOL~th / (2 lo  1 I)) 1/q 
let R := max(0.2; R)  
enddo 
let h I := h 
return 
subroutine NEWMESH(input = TOLst , v*, ix, i.t*, t~, h~, u s, ( tn, h. ,  on, un)~=~,+a#,.; 
output = #', (t~, /*., i., flag.).=~,+l,~,,) 
C computing the suggested steplengths h*. 
for parallel n := # + 1 to/.t* 
let R :-- (TOL~th J (2 [o  . [))l/q 
let h* := Rh,  
endfor 
C implementing formulae (2.4). Unfortunately, these operations cannot be parallelized at all. 
Therefore this part of the algorithm remains sequential. 
let n :=/~+ 1, i~+l:=/x+ 1, ~,:= t~ and h~,:= h~, 
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C 
until n > v* + P or ~, ~ t~,. do 
let/~, := max{0.125h,_l;  rnin{2fTn_a; h*,n }} 
if h,  = 0.125h,_ 1 then 
flag, := 0 
else 
flag, := 1 
endif 
let ?. := ~.-1  + h. 
compute i. := rain{ g*; i ~ [g + 1, p*] I ?. ~ [ti_l, t,.)} 
let n :=n+l  
enddo 
let g' := n - 1 
special treatment for the last step of integration. 
if ~,, >/tf - -  0.5~ t, then 
let ?..-'= tf, h.. := tf - -  ~/t'-I and flag s, "= 0 
endif 
return 
4. Speedup es t imat ion  and numer ica l  exper iments  
We start this last section by analyzing the parallel algorithm above in terms of the attainable 
speedup. Once again we follow the line of the similar analysis given in [2] and hence we pass over 
those details which are common to the general case. 
Although our estimate of the speedup will be rather rough, we want to make it as honest as 
possible. Therefore, like in [2], all those parts of the sequential implementation which could be 
performed concurrently (parallelism across the method and across the problem) are assumed to 
take the same time they take in the parallel implementation. In conclusion, the only parallelism 
that we really consider for Algorithm 3.1 is with respect to the index n (parallelism across the 
steps). We shall compare the time Tp taken by Algorithm 3.1 with the time T s necessary for the 
sequential implementation of the same varying stepsize ODE-method. Note that the two 
algorithms to be compared produce approximations on two different meshes: M := { t o < t 1 < 
• • • < t s = tf } in the parallel case (see Section 3) and another mesh M*  := { t~' := t o < h* < "'" 
< t~. = tf } in the sequential case. 
Let us start with estimating Ts. If 12 r is the time needed for a step of integration (evaluation of 
F,) and ~2o is the time needed for the estimation of the local truncation error (evaluation of on), 
then the most significant contribution to T s, disregarding (2.3b) and (2.5), is given by 
Ts = (N*  + R* ) (Or+ ~2o), (4.1) 
where R* is the number of rejections occurred during the integration. 
In order to estimate Tp, we consider only the evaluations of F n and on, the computat ion of the 
recurrence relation (1.5), the verification of the error tests (2.1) and (2.2) and the verification of 
the contractivity property (3.2). All the other parts of the algorithm can be reasonably disre- 
garded. In particular, the time needed for the interpolation (that can be done in parallel with 
respect o n) and for the sequential construction of the mesh (formulae (2.4)) is negligible. 
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As one can see in [2], if U is the time unit necessary for one step of (1.5), (2.1), (2.2) and (3.2), 
then their implementation throughout the interval [to, tf] takes about the time k*log2(P)U. 
Therefore, Algorithm 3.1 takes approximately the time 
Tp=k*(logz(P)U+ 3~2F+ I2o) + l*(12 v + I2o). (4.2) 
Note that either for the sequential or for the parallel implementation we have not considered 
the time spent to find the initial steplength I which, in both cases, is found by means of the 
subroutine STEPSIZE. Indeed this problem is common to both approaches and, however, is once 
again negligible with respect o the total cost of the algorithms. 
Finally, by (4.1) and (4.2) and by setting 
mr := ~ and w°"= U '  (4.3) 
the speedup-'= Ts/T P is approximately 
(U* + R* )(~r+ O~o) 
speedup--- k . log2(p)  + (3k* + l* )mr+ (k* + l* )wo" (4.4) 
Often it happens that a certain part of (or even all) the most significantly time-consuming 
extra computations necessary to get the local truncation error estimation on can be done 
concurrently to the computations required by the implementation of the ODE-method itself 
(evaluation of F,). Therefore it is understood that, in these cases, $2 0 does not include the time 
needed for them, since this type of parallelism can be exploited also in the sequential implemen- 
tation. 
In any case, formula (4.4), although merely indicative, tells us that the smaller k* and l* 
(compared to N* +R*)  and the larger 02 F and 0~o, the higher the attainable speedup. This 
confirms that it is crucial to have fast convergence of the iterative method and that the parallel 
algorithm is more recommendable for problem (1.1) in which the function f is very time 
consuming. 
In order to illustrate the developed theory by numerical experiments, we have selected the 
following ODEs. 
Linear problems 
y'(t) =A(y( t ) - f ( t ) )  + f ' ( t ) ,  
where 
A ~P-1] ~ ~k02 P and P= ] _~ -32t . 
The solution is 
y(t) = exp((t - to)A)(Y(to) - f(to) ) + f(t) .  
Note that 
exp((t_to)A)= 4El(t)-3E2(t) -6El(t)+6E2(t ) 
2El(t) 2E2(t) 3E (t)+4E2(t)' 
(4.5) 
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where 
El(t )=exp(Xl(t - to)  ) and E2(t)=exp(X2(t-to) ). 
Nonstiff case 
X~ =0,  h 2 = -1 ,  f ( t )  = (sin t, cos t) r and 
We have chosen the interval of integration [to, tf] -'= [0, 10]. 
Stiff case 
h 1 : - -  1000, h 2 --- - 1, f ( t )  = (1.5 sin t, sin t) T 
We have chosen the interval of integration [to, tel ".= [0, 5]. 
Nonlinear problems (see Krogh [5]) 
y(0) = (5, 4) T. (4.5a) 
and y(0) = (5, 3) T. 
(4.5b) 
where 
y ' ( t )=-By( t )+G(y( t ) ) ,  y(0)=(0 , -2 , -1 , -1 )  T, 
B = U T /32 0 
0 133 
0 0 /34 
U, T I 2 Z32, Z42)T  G(y)=U (~(z , -z~) ,  z, z2, 
1 -1  1 
z=Uy and U= 1 1 -1  
1 1 1 - 
The solution is 
y( t )=U 
2/31w1(t) -/32w2(t) 
2/32wl(t) +/31w2(t) 
w(( t ) -w~(t )  
/33 
1 - (1 exp(/3 t) 
/3, 
1 - (1 +/3,) exp(/34t ) 
where 
w~ (t) = 1 - exp(/31t )( ( 1 +/~1) cos( B2 t ) - /3 l  sin(/32t )), 
wz(t ) = exp(/3,t)((1 +/3a) sin(/32t ) -/32 cos(/32t)). 
(4.6) 
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Nonstiff case 
/~1 = - -  1, ~2 = ~3 ---~ 1, ~4 = 0.01. 
We have chosen the interval of integration [to, tfl := [0, 101. 
(4.6a) 
Sti f f  case 
Ha = - -  10, ~2 = 10, f13 = 1000, ~4 = 0.01. (4.6b) 
We have chosen the interval of integration [to, te] := [0, 5]. 
The numerical ODE-methods are of the second order and are chosen in the class of 
Runge-Kut ta  methods (RK-methods). For the nonstiff problems (4.5a) and (4.6a) we use the 
Heun method, whose Butcher's notation is 
0 0 0 
1 1 0 
1 1 
and for the stiff problems (4.5b) and (4.6b) we use an implicit L-stable and algebraically stable 
RK-method whose Butcher's notation is 
1 1 0 7 -7  
1 1 1 7 
1 1 
The methods we are using are of low order and hence of low cost. Nevertheless, they are 
suitable to demonstrate the features of the parallel algorithm as ODE-solver. Moreover, this 
choice does not raise artificially the potential of the algorithm. In fact, a more realistic 
higher-order method would increase to r and ¢0o and thus, by formula (4.4), the resulting speedup. 
The local error estimations are made by Richardson's extrapolation. Therefore the computa- 
tion of Yn+l = F,+l(y.) ,  representing the ODE-method, consists in the successive computation of 
7h.+1, whereas the straight Y,,+~/z and y,+~ by means of the basic RK-method with steplength a
computation of the value )3 n + 1 with steplength ,  + ~ is used only to get the local truncation error 
estimation 
°n := ½( Yn+ l -- fin+ l)" (4.7) 
Since )3+a and Y,+a/2 can be computed concurrently and the time taken by (4.7) can be 
reasonably disregarded, if I2 is the time needed to perform one step of the basic RK-method, we 
have 
~2 F---212 and 120-=0; 
and thus, with ~o := 52/U, by (4.3) and (4.4) we get 
(N*  + R* )0~ (4.8) 
speedup--  l k  . logz(p)  + (3k* + l*)o~" 
Since the methods have order 2, in order to find the ^  k-a, u, s, we use quadratic interpolation by 
using for each of them three suitable values of uk-a: the ones corresponding to the last two 
points of the old mesh that precede t~-1 and the one corresponding to the first point of the old 
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mesh that follows k-1 t. . This choice is done because in general the best available approximations 
are located on the left of a given point. Therefore the subroutine INTERPOLAT ION is the 
following. 
subroutine INTERPOLATION( input  = ~, it*, ~', (ti, hi, ui)i=t,,~. , (~., i . ) .=~+1.' ;  
( Un)n=l.t+ l,l.d ) 
C treating the case in which only one point of the old mesh lies on the left of ?.. 
for parallel n :=/~ + 1 to/~' 
if i. =/x + 1 then 
let i. := i. + 1 
endif 
endfor 
C using divided differences to interpolate. 
for parallel n "=/t + 1 to / t '  
f l :=(U i  _ 1 -  Ui _2/h i  _1 
ot := (Ui. -- Ui _ l ) /h io  
a := (a - + h , . -O  
ft. := [a(? n -  ti_2) + fl](?.-- t i _ l )  + ui_2 
endfor 
return 
output --- 
As for the new guesses when adding new mesh points or rejecting those values that violate the 
contractivity property (3.2), we always choose constant values equal to the last known one (as it 
is suggested in Section 4). 
The results of our numerical experiments (simulated on a CDC CYBER-860A) are split into 
two groups of tables. Whereas the former (Tables 1-4) show how Algorithm 3.1 is suitable to 
reproduce the results given by the standard sequential implementation, the latter (Tables 5-8) 
show its performance in terms of the estimated attainable speedup. 
Table I Table 2 
Example (4.5a) Example (4.5b) 
TOL  MTE MGE*  N N * TOL  MTE MGE*  N N * 
10 -3 7.8"10 -4 9.2-10 -4 222 227 10 -3 5.9-10 -4 4.5.10 -4 1066 865 
10 -4 1.3"10 -4 8.3.10 -5 739 716 10 -4 5.0.10 -5 4.2-10 -5 3026 2739 
10 -5 6.5-10 -6 8.5.10 -6 2278 2264 10 -5 5.0.10 -6 4.1-10 -6 8970 8666 
Table 3 
Example (4.6a) 
TOL  MME MIE  MTE MGE * N N * 
10 -3 5.6-10 -4 2.1.10 -4 5.7.10 -4 5.4.10 -4 38 40 
10-4 6 .0 .10-  5 6 .9 .10-  5 8 .9 .10-  5 5 .9 .10-  s 113 114 
10 -5 7.8.10 -6 2.6-10 -6 1.0.10 -5 6 .1 .10-6  342 346 
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Table 4 
Example (4.6b) 
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TOL MME MIE MTE MGE*  N N*  
10 -3 7.2.10 -4 3.3.10 -4 7.6-10 -4 7.4.10 -4 1290 1224 
10 -4 7.1-10 -5 9.7.10 -6 7.6-10 -5 7.4.10 -5 3979 3876 
10 -5 8.4.10 -6 1.7-10 -6 9.2.10 -6 8.0.10 -6 12382 12263 
Table 5 Table 6 
Example (4.5a) Example (4.5b) 
N*  + R* = 2264; ~ = 5.8 N*  + R* = 8669; w = 24.0 
P k* l*  speedup P k* l*  speedup 
50 49 49 10.3 50 185 185 11.4 
100 26 26 19.0 100 104 104 20.1 
200 15 15 32.4 200 66 55 32.9 
Table 7 Table 8 
Example (4.6a) Example (4.6b) 
N*  + R* = 346; w =15.3 N*  + R* =12263; w = 215.9 
P k* l*  speedup P k*  l*  speedup 
50 20 10 4.7 50 479 254 7.2 
100 11 7 8.2 100 258 135 13.4 
200 8 5 11.2 200 141 71 24.7 
In the first group one can see the behaviour of the maximum total error (MTE) defined by 
(1.7), of the maximum iteration error E~N * (MIE) and of the maximum ODE-method  error 
(MME), that is 
MME:= max ly ( t , )  - y,  I, 
n<~N 
with respect o various tolerances TOL := WOLi t  = TOLst  fo r  a reasonable degree of parallelism 
P= 100. In this context the (N+ 1)-tuple (Y0, Yl,..., YN) denotes the numerical solution 
obtained by the sequential implementation f the ODE-method on the mesh M = ( t o < t I < • • • 
< t N } selected by Algorithm 3.1. Since for the linear problems (4.5) we obviously get MIE = 0 
and MME = MTE, for them we only give MTE. In any case all these errors are compared to the 
maximum global error (MGE*) produced by the standard sequential implementation of the 
varying stepsize ODE-method, that is 
MGE*'-= max [y ( t * ) -y* [ ,  
n<~N* 
where y* is the approximate value corresponding to the mesh point t*. All the errors are 
measured in the maximum norm. These tables show also a comparison between the numbers N 
and N* of steps selected by the two algorithms. 
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It seems from these results that the parallel algorithm reproduces the behaviour of the 
standard sequential implementation almost perfectly as far as the response of the error to the 
given tolerance is concerned. As for the stepping, in the nonstiff cases (4.5a) and (4.6a) also the 
numbers N and N * of steps selected by the two algorithms are almost equal, whereas in the stiff 
cases (4.5b) and (4.6b) the parallel algorithm tends to select, in average, shorter steps than the 
sequential lgorithm does. However, the difference is negligible and the phenomenon is similar to 
what Nevanlinna [6] observed for the waveform relaxation method. 
In the second group of tables one can see the behaviour of the number of iterations k * and of 
the number l* (of parallel evaluations of F n and o n necessary to construct the mesh) with respect 
to various degrees of parallelism P for a fixed tolerance TOL = 10-5. Moreover, the number 
N* + R* (of evaluations of F n and o n needed by the sequential algorithm) and the value of ~0 
are displayed in order to estimate the speedup by means of formula (4.8). 
At first sight one can observe a low efficiency, defined as the ratio between the speedup and 
the degree of parallelism P, which roughly varies between 10% and 20%. This is not surprising, 
since our parallel algorithm is based on a big computational redundancy. The efficiency is even 
worse if it is defined as the ratio between the speedup and the number of processors used. In 
fact, when the dimension m of the system (1.1) is high, this number must be much larger than 
the degree of parallelism P in order to compute in parallel all the matrices A n to be used in 
formula (1.5). On the other hand, this seems to be an unavoidable penalty to pay for exploiting 
some parallelism across the time in the IVP (1.1). In general, the speedup increases with P, 
whereas the efficiency decreases. 
The dependence of the speedup on ~0 is such that, for all the examples, it has almost reached 
the upper bound, that is the limit (N* + R*) / (3k*  + l*) of (4.8) as ~ ~ oo. This explains, to 
some extent, why the values of the speedup are larger for the linear problems (4.5). In fact, 
independently of the stiffness, linearity avoids almost completely overlappings between blocks of 
steps (see Remark 2.2) and hence minimizes k * and l *. As for the nonlinear equations (4.6), the 
speedup is considerably higher in the stiff case (4.6b). Indeed, iterations go faster since the 
stability of the differential problem and of the used numerical method leads to smaller constants 
Cn+l in (1.6). 
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